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0 0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we show that one can establish strong normalization for the 
typed L-calculus (a”) by giving directly an expression which determines for 
each term t the number h(t), indicating the exact height of its reduction tree (i.e. 
the number of reduction steps in a reduction sequence from t of maximal 
length). Just as in the proof of the finite developments theorem in de Vrijer 
[ 19851, the expression we will obtain for /z(t) can best be understood as counting 
the reduction steps that result by reducing t according to a “maximally 
uneconomic” reduction strategy-never allowing a short cut if a longer route 
could be taken as well. Such a reduction strategy is easily envisaged and in 
effect it turns out to correspond to the so-called perpetual strategy, which in 
the type free l-calculus always finds an infinite reduction path if there is one 
(cf. Barendregt [1981], 0 13.4). 
Contrary to the case of finite developments in de Vrijer [1985], the method 
of exact estimates does not automatically result in a simpler strong normali- 
zation proof for Iz’. But the method can be modified by abandoning the 
demand for exactness of the estimates, and then it does give rise to an easy 
proof of strong normalization. 
0.1. TWO VALUATIONS. A valuation of the terms of the typed I-calculus 1’ 
will be designed in such a way that the valuation [t] of t contains an expression 
for h(t), and moreover all the information that is required to calculate the 
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valuation of ts from that of s if the applicative term ts is well-formed. More 
explicitly: if t is of type (al/I, then the expression [t] denotes a pair <f, m> . Here 
m is a number which will turn out to be the height: m =h(t). And f is a 
functional such that the equation f [s] = [ts] holds for any term s of type a. If 
t is of the ground type o, then [t] just denotes the height h(t). 
The pairs we speak of here belong to a hierarchy much resembling that of 
the ordinary functionals of finite type. We call them hereditarily labeled 
functionals of finite type, or just labeled functionals for short. 
Actually two valuations of terms into labeled functionals are given. The one 
yielding the exact estimates for the height of reduction trees is called the 
exact valuation. This valuation itself is easily grasped in terms of the above- 
mentioned reduction strategy, yet the proof that it actually does its job is rather 
complicated. As a bonus information is gained that is not provided by known 
strong normalization proofs. Thus the uniformity results given in 2.3.4 and 
2.3.5 are new. 
The loose valuation only gives an upper bound for the height. But the 
proof of strong normalization that corresponds to it-here called the “quick 
proof”-is simple and transparent. Presumably more transparent than the ones 
involving a computability predicate. As a matter of fact the quick proof can 
be viewed as providing some extra insight into the nature of the computability 
proofs. The computability predicate should then be analyzed as abstracting 
from all the information-still explicit in the labeled functionals-that is not 
strictly needed in an induction on terms which successfully establishes strong 
normalization. 
0.2. COMPARISONWITHGANDY~SPROOFOFSTRONGNORMALIZATION. There 
exists a connection between our “quick proof”, and the proof in Gandy [1980], 
which proceeds by way of an evaluation of the terms of 1’ into a strictly 
monotonic fragment (called 1 -I+) of an extension of the calculus 1’itself. 
The quick proof seems more perspicuous though, in so far as the valuation that 
is used is immediately recognizable as estimating an upper bound and the 
labeled functionals are tailor-made for that purpose. 
Another difference in the proofs is more superficial than it may appear at 
first sight. Instead of considering the monotonic functionals as semantic 
objects, as we do, Gandy presents his evaluation as a syntactic coding in the 
A -I+-calculus. In order to make sure that the terms of type o in that calculus 
actually convert to numerals, he then has to assume a (weak) normalization 
result. This difference is not a substantial one though. Candy’s 1 -I+-calculus 
can be conceived as just a notational system for the class of strictly monotonic 
functionals of finite type-instead of as a system of syntactic objects on its 
own. The assumption of weak normalization then becomes superfluous, 
because under the standard interpretation each closed term of type o already 
denotes a natural number. Conversely, the expressions we employ for labeled 
functionals could be regarded as syntactic objects as well. We would then have 
to define the resulting calculus explicitly, but that is straightforward. 
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0.3. OUTLINE. The hierarchy L of hereditarily labeled functionals is defined 
in section 1. There only the necessary definitions and a few elementary 
propositions are presented. More of the theory of the labeled functionals then 
follows in the sections 3 and 4, when it is needed in the proofs. 
In section 2, after a short sketch of the typed Il-calculus, the two above- 
mentioned valuations are defined and assessed. The exact valuation yields the 
expression [t] *, which is claimed to be exactly h(t). As a consequence of this 
claim the uniformity result 2.3.5 is derived. 
The loose valuation is used in section 3 for the quick proof of strong 
normalization. The proof involves showing that all valuations of terms belong 
to a specific subhierarchy of L, the collection A4 of hereditarily <-monotone 
labeled functionals. 
In section 4 the claim h(t) = [t] * is proved. It requires verifying that the 
labeled functionals that actually occur as valuations of terms satisfy the 
additional condition of being (hereditarily) cumulative. 
Finally in section 5 we make some observations on the extension of the 
method to other systems. 
0.4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. I would like to thank D.H.J. de Jongh and 
P.H. Rodenburg for their helpful suggestions for improving the text. 
8 l.LABELEDFUNCTIONALS 
Types are as usual built up from the ground type o by finite iterations of a 
single inductive clause: if a and p are types, then (a)/3 is also a type. Then by 
induction on the type a, we define the collection of labeled functionals of 
type a, L,. 
L(/3)y = (&?-‘L,) x fJl. 
(Here o denotes the set of natural numbers, x Cartesian product and -+ 
function space.) 
1.1. NOTATION. We will use the same kind of metavariables df, g, etc.) for 
members of L, (pairs generally) and of Lfi +L, (functionals). Let f = <f: m> E 
EL (Bjv, g E Lg. We write f* = m and - par abus de langage - fg =f’g. For 
reasons of uniformity the *-notation is extended to type o: n * = n (n EL,). As 
a rule we suppress type subscripts whenever it is possible without giving rise to 
confusion. So f E L means that f E L, for some type a. Of course L may be 
thought of more precisely as defined by L = U, L,. The same convention we 
shall adopt tacitly for all type-labeled predicates and operations yet to be 
defined. Also, in writing down an expression like fg, we assume the types to 
fit, that is: for certain types a and 8, f E LCaIB and ge L,. 
1.2. THE +-OPERATION. Let n E o, for f E L, we define f + an EL, by in- 
duction on a. 
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m+,n=m+n 
Here the symbol /I is used for functional abstraction in the metalanguage. So 
the definition of addition is recapitulated in the equations cf+ n)g = fg + n and 
(f+n)* =f*+n. 
Notice that + = U, +u extends standard addition on w. By induction over 
the types it is easily checked that (i) f + 0 = f and (ii) cf+ m) + n = f + (m + n). 
1.3. MINIMALLY CUMULATIVE FUNCTIONAL% By induction on a! we define 
for every n E o the minimally cumulative functional c,* EL,. 
ci=n 
These functionals are cumulative in the sense that (type subscripts omitted): 
(i) cnfi...fm=cn+f,*+...+fm* and hence in particular (ii) (c,,f, . ..f.)* = 
=f, * + ... +f,*. Below, in section 4, a wider class of so-called cumulative 
functionals will be defined and discussed. 
For the moment we conclude with the characteristic equation: (iii) c,” + m = 
= ct+, . It is readily verified by induction on (Y. For c,” + m = n + m = c,O+, and 
(&@Y + m) * = c$fi)y * + m = n + m = c$!Y, * follow immediately from the defi- 
nition. And if f E Lg, then (I$,~‘~ + m)f = cAb’yf + m = ci+f* + m, which by the 
induction hypothesis equals c,Y +f * + ,,, = c$!!p!y, f. 
8 2.THESYSTEMrl'OFTYPEDJ.-CALCULUSANDTHEVALUATIONS 
2.1. TERMS. IT-terms are built up from typed variables xa, y”, etc. (for each 
type a) by the inductive clauses: (i) xa is a term of type a, (ii) if t and s are 
terms of type (a)P and a respectively, then (ts) is a term of type /I, (iii) if t is 
a term of type /3, then (Axa. t) is a term of type (a)/?. We write t E a for t has 
type (Y. 
We presuppose some acquaintance with I-calculus conventions, e.g. con- 
cerning parentheses. The type superscripts of the variables will be suppressed 
where possible (viz. whenever the type is either clear from the context or not 
essential). Terms are regarded modulo a-equivalence (i.e. change of bound 
variables). 
(x: = t)s denotes the result of substituting t for x in s; here the bound 
variables in s are tacitly assumed to be chosen in such a way, that no free 
variable of t becomes bound after the substitution. The notation XE t is used 
to express that x has at least one free occurrence in t. 
2.2. REDUCTION. We restrict attention to P-reduction. A term t reduces to 
s (notation t-s), if s is the result of replacing a part of t of the form (Lx. to)tl 
(a redex) by (x: = t,)t,. If t does not contain any redex, it is said to be a 
normal form. 
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A reduction sequence of t is a, finite or infinite, sequence of terms to, t,, . . . , 
such that to=t and ti*ti+le A term t is called weakly normalizable if at least 
one reduction sequence of t terminates in a normal form; t is called strongly 
normalizable if all of t’s reduction sequences are finite. In the latter case, by 
Konig’s lemma, the number of reduction steps in a reduction sequence of t is 
bounded; the maximum is denoted by h(t) (the height of the reduction tree). 
2.3. THE EXACT VALUATION. Now in order to obtain the expression for the 
height, terms are evaluated in L starting from an assignment u, which gives a 
value o(xa) in L, to each variable xa. As is customary we write 0(x/f) for the 
assignment which corresponds with o everywhere except at x: u(x/f)(x) =f, 
u(x/f)(y) = o(y) if y #x. 
2.3.1. DEFINITION. Let t be a term of type (Y. The exact valuation [t], E L is 
defined for any assignment o, by induction on t. 
(9 M v = W 
(ii) [tOtllu= [t0lJtll, 
(iii) [I2xa. to],,= (Af~L,.[t~],+f* + 1, [tolo*> if x@to, and 
G4f~ La * VOlv(x/f) + l,[tol,~,,,~,*) if xEto. 
Notice that if x$ t, then [t], = [t]v(x,f), as can easily be verified by induction 
on t. Let c be the assignment defined by c(x*) = co” and put [t] = [tic. 
It may be instructive to calculate the following examples: 
[Ax”.x] = [Ax”-y”]= (Am-m+ l,O>, 
[A~(~)~y~-x(xy)] = (Af. (Am .fCfm) + 2, fCf0) + 1 >, O>, 
[(Ax(“)“y”-x(xy))lz”~z]= (Am.m+4,3). 
2.3.2. CLAIM. For any term t, h(t) = [t] *. 
This will be proved in section 4. Here we first comment on the definition of 
[t] and then call attention to some consequences of 2.3.2. 
2.3.3. COMMENTS ON 2.3.1. The functional behaviour of the valuations was 
already described in the introduction (section 0.1). By that account clause (ii) 
is sufficiently explained. 
ad i. For a variable x we have [x] = [xl, = e(x) = co. Observe that if t,, . . . , t, 
are strongly normalizable (of the appropriate types), then so is xt, . . . tm and 
moreover the height is given by the equation h(xtl . . . t,) = h(t,) + ... h(t,). This 
squares with the fact that (cofi . ..f.) * =fi * + .**f, * (1.3(iii)). 
ad iii. To get a grasp of this clause the reader should try to invent a strategy 
for constructing a reduction sequence from t which is as long as possible. 
Clearly if x$ to, then in order to spoil no potential reduction steps a redex 
(Ax.t,)t, should not be contracted until tl is in normal form. On the other 
hand, if XE to, it is better not to perform reductions inside t, before con- 
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tracting (Ax. t&t, for tt might get multiplied in to. As a matter of fact it turns 
out that the strategy we have in mind here corresponds to the ‘perpetual’ 
reduction strategy for the pure )c-calculus, described in Barendregt [ 198 11. This 
strategy will be implicit in the proof of 4.9. 
2.3.4. CONSEQUENCES OF 2.3.2. Apart from establishing strong normali- 
zation, the expression for h(t) in 2.3.2 allows us to infer some extra infor- 
mation. Roughly it can be put as follows: the height of a term depends 
uniformly on the valuations of its constituent parts. 
A typical consequence, immediate by using definition 2.3.l(ii), is that for a 
fixed term t E ((~)p, the height of ts, for s E (Y, depends uniformly on [s]. In 
particular, given a fixed t E(O)/?, h(b) is determined by h(s) alone. 
We now give an accurate and quite general formulation of this uniformity 
result (from which the abovementioned consequence is obtained by substituting 
tx for t). 
2.3.5. RESULT. Let [si] = [sz]. Then [(x: =sl)t] = [(x: =s&] and hence 
h((x : = s,)t) = h((x : = sz)t). 
PROOF. It is an immediate corollary to the following technical lemma. 0 
2.3.6. SUBSTITUTION LEMMA. [(X: =s)t],= [t]v(x,Isl,j. 
PROOF. Induction on t. The only case which is not quite trivial is t = Ay”. to. 
We may assume that yfx and yes. 
Suppose y E to. Then 
[(x: =s)t],=[Ay*(x: =s)to]“= 
= </lfE La- [(x: =s)t&y/~)+ 1, [(x: =s)t&y/co)* > 
which by the induction hypothesis and because [.s]~~,~)= [s], is equal to 
( AfE La * [tol”(y/f)(x/[s]“) + 1, ttOl,Cv~co)(x~[s~,) * > = [Au. td,(x~[s~u). For the case that 
ye to notice that then also ye (x: =s)to. 0 
2.4. THE LOOSE VALUATION. If one is just interested in the strong normali- 
zation result and not in the exact estimates, then one may simplify the meti- 
culous clause (iii) of definition 2.3.1. 
2.4.1. DEFINITION. Let t be a term of type a. The loose valuation {t}” E La 
is defined for any assignment u, by induction on t. 
(0 $4 o = W 
(ii) {totll,= {t0l,{tl>, 
(iii) {nxa.tO},=</?fELa.{to}o(~,f)+f* + l~~tolooc/c~)*)~ 
Once more {t} is defined by {t} = {t}.. Clearly this valuation is only 
intended to yield an upper bound for h(t). So our new claim is less pretentious. 
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2.4.2. CLAIM. For any term t, /z(t) s {t} *. 
This will be the object of the quick proof of strong normalization in section 
3. In the proof the content of lemma 2.4.3 will be used. 
2.4.3. LEMMA. 
(9 If x@ t, then {t},= {tluOr,f) 
(ii) {(x: =dflv= {f~U(X~~S~~). 
PROOF. As in 2.3.6. q 
~3.THEQUICKPROOFOFSTRONGNORMALlZATION 
3.1. HEREDITARILY <-MONOTONE FUNCTIONALS. By induction on CT we 
define simultaneously the classes M, c L, and the relations c (I on M,. 
(i) Mo=L,;m<on~m<n. 
(ii) MCajs = {fe LCalb Iconditions (a) and (b) below are fulfilled}. 
(4 (bg E WXfg E Mb). 
@I (Vg,,g’c M,)(g<.g’*fgcgfg’) cf <-monotone). 
(iii) Forf,gEM~,)p,f<(,)~g*(~'h ~WJCfh<ggh) &f* <g*. 
M= U, M, is the class of hereditarily <-monotone functionals. 
Evidently, by clause (iia), M is closed under application. That < is transitive 
is verified by induction on the types. By the following lemma, A4 is also closed 
under +. 
3.2. LEMMA. 
(i) f~M,*f+mEM,, 
(ii) fcag*f+mcag+m, 
(iii) m<n*f+m<f+n, 
(iv) m>O*f<f+m. 
PROOF. (i) and (ii) are simultaneously proved, by induction on a. For (Y = o it 
is obvious. So let (Y= (p)y and suppose f EM,. For (i) we must check clauses 
(iia) and (iib) of 3.1. Well, if h, h’~ Ma and h <,$‘, then cf+ m)h =fh + m eMB 
by induction hypothesis (i), and cf+ m)h =fi + m <fh'+ m = cf+ m)h' by in- 
duction hypothesis (ii). So f + m E Ma (i). 
If moreover f < @g, then cf+ m)h < (g + m)h follows by induction hypothesis 
(i) and (ii), and cf+ m) * < (g + m) * by mere calculation. So f + m < .g + m (ii). 
(iii) is also easy to check by induction on the type off, and (iv) follows from 
(iii) because f =f + 0. Cl 
3.3. LEMMA. 
(i) c,” EM for any cx and n. 
(ii) m<n*cg<cg. 
PROOF. (i) and (ii) are proved by simultaneous induction on a. For CY=O it is 
trivial. So let o = (p)y. 
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If h, h’EMg, then cth = c,Y+h, EMU by induction hypothesis (i). If moreover 
hephI, then h*<h’* and hence c~h=c,Y+h*<cnY+h,*=cnah’ by induction 
hypothesis (ii). This proves (i). 
For (ii) suppose m <n and let h EMU. Then c:h < cth follows because 
m+h*<n+h* and hence ~k+,,*<c,Y+~* (induction hypothesis (ii)), and 
ck * <I$* is immediate (m<n). This proves (ii). 0 
If the assignment u takes only values in A4, u is called an M-assignment. In 
particular c is an M-assignment by 3.3(i). 
3.4. MONOTONICITY LEMMA. 
(i) {t}” E A4, for any M-assignment 0. 
(ii) If xa E 6 then {tlu(x/f,~< {tlv(x,f2)9 for any M-assignment v and f,, fi E A4, 
such that fi < af2. 
PROOF. (i) and (ii) are proved by simultaneous induction on t. 
- If t is a variable then (i) and (ii) clearly hold. 
- Let t = totI and assume (i) and (ii) to hold for to and tl. Then {t}” EM 
because Mis closed under application. To establish (ii) observe that if XE t, then 
x must occur in to or in tl or in both. Distinguish cases accordingly. 
Case 1. xeto, xet,. Then {t},(x,Aj= {tO},,(x,f,~{tl}o, and (ii) follows from 
MJ(x/f,, < Gl~“(x/f~)- 
Case 2. x6 to, XE tl. Similar. Now (ii) follows because {to}, is <-monotone 
and t 4 > v(x/f, ) < { 4 > v(x/f2). 
Case 3. xE to, xE tl. 
Apply induction hypothesis (ii) to to and tl in turn and use the transitivity 
of <. 
- Let t = Ayzys. to. (i) If h E Ma, then o(y/h) is an M-assignment; so { to}oCv,hj EM 
by induction hypothesis (i), and hence { t},h = { to}uti,hJ + h * + 1 EM because 
M is closed under + . If moreover h < h’, then (t},h < (t},h’ by applications of 
induction hypothesis (ii) and lemma 3.2(ii) and (iii). So {t}” EM. 
To establish (ii), suppose xa E t, fi cafi and let h EMU. We have to check 
that (4 &x/f,) h< tf)u(X,~# and (b) {t),(,,f,)* < {tlU(X,f2)*. Notice that if 
XE t, then also XE to. Then (a) follows by an application of induction hypo- 
thesis (ii) to to with o(y/h) and lemma 3.2(ii), and (b) by an application of 
induction hypothesis (ii) to to with o(y/cO) (by lemma 3.3(i) this is an A4- 
assignment). 0 
3.5. REDUCTION LEMMA. If t+s, then (s}“c {t}v for any M-assignment u. 
PROOF. Induction on t. 
- If t is a variable there is nothing to prove. 
- Let t =(Ax-t,)t,, s=(x: = tl)to. Then by the substitution lemma (2.4.3(ii)) 
w,= ~tOl”(x/{r,}“) and by 3-W) {to},(,,{,,}“~<{to),(~,{,,}~~+ WV* + 1. But this 
is {t},. 
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- Let t=tof,, tO-+sO and s=s,-$r. Then {s},< {t}. follows directly from 
{sollJ< itolo- 
- Let t=tofl, f,-+st and s=tosl. Then {s},<(t), follows from {~r}~<{fr}~ 
because {to}” EM. 
- Let f=IZxa.fO, to’s0 and s=lx.s,. For fcMa, {~~}~(~,~)+f*+ I< 
< {to 1 0(x/f) +.I-* + 1 follows from {so}Uor,f~< (to},,(x,f) by lemma 3.2(ii); 
~~o~“(x/co) * < {t~),(~,~~)* is immediate from {~o~w,)< ~~~~~~~~~~~~ So W,f< 
<{t},fand {~}~*<{t}~* and hence {~}~<}t}~. 
The mentioned cases exhaust all possibilities for t-+s. 0 
3.6. THEOREM. No reduction sequence of t has more than {t} * steps. 
PROOF. Trivial induction on {t} *, using 3.5. El 
3.7. COROLLARY. All terms t of L’ are strongly normalizable and h(t) 5 
s{t}*. 
This finishes the quick proof of strong normalization. 
§4.THEMAINPROOF 
4.1. HEREDITARILY CUMULATIVE, MONOTONE FUNCTIONAL% To establish 
the claim 2.3.2 we shall make use of the fact that the functionals occurring as 
valuations of AT-terms belong to an even more restricted class than M. 
DEFINITION. The collections C, are defined simultaneously with the relations 
<a and so by induction on (Y. 
(i) C,= L,; m<on@mmnn; m~onum~n. 
(ii) Cta,= {fe Lc,IBIconditions (a), (b), (c) and (d) below are fulfilled} 
(a) (QdGfg$3) 
(b) (f’g, g’E C&g< .g’*fg < gfg’) df < -monotone) 
(4 (bg, g’e CJ(g 5 .g’*fg s flfg’) df 5 -monotone) 
(d) (Vg E C,)(dfg) * >=f * + g *) cf cumulative) 
(iii) For f, g E Cca)p, 
(4 f<(,)pg*(~~~C,)Cfh<ggh) &f*<g* 
(b) f~(,,pg*,~'h~C,)Cfh~ggh) &f*sg* 
REMARKS. (1) C= U, C, is, just like M, closed under application (con- 
dition (ii)(a)). <a and Z& are transitive relations on C,. 
(2) Notice that a new interpretation is given here to the sign <cr, though in 
intention it is the same as that of the preceding section. 
(3) One might be tempted to think that fs g could be defined simply as f < g 
or f =g. This is of course the case on the ground type, but not on the higher 
types. For a counterexample in (o)o consider the funcdtions /in. n and /In e n2. 
(Note that both /In. n and /Ina n2 are minimal with respect to < .) 
(4) < -monotonicity and 5 -monotonicity are independent predicates, 
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neither implies the other. For counterexamples: constant functions are 
j-monotone but not <-monotone; a functional of type ((o)o) (o)o which is 
<-monotone but not s-monotone can be defined by &In. n2) =/in. n2, 
fg=An-gn+ 1 if g#/ln.n2. 
(5) We will often write fzg for gsf, and f>g for g<f. 
(6) Many properties of the structure (M, <) hold also in (C, <) and can be 
extended to $ as well, as is shown in the following lemma. In the sequel we 
shall in general no longer explicitly indicate applications of this lemma, as the 
reader is assumed to have gained some experience in the calculus of labeled 
functionals by now. 
4.2. LEMMA. 
(i) C is closed under + , 
(ii) f<g*f+m<g+m, fsg-f+msg+m, 
(iii) m<n*f+mcf+n, msn*f+msf+n, 
(iv) m>O*f<f+m, frf+m, 
(VI f<g*fsg, fsf, 
(vi) f<gsh*f<h, fzzg<h*f<h, 
(vii) f>g*frg+ 1, - 
(viii) f(g+n)zfg+n. 
PROOF. The reasoning for < in 3.2 remains valid and it applies without 
change to 2. So (ii) to (iv) just carry over and for (i) we only have to check 
additionally that f + n is cumulative in case f is. Suppose (J/z) * zf * + h *. 
Then (cf+ n)h) * = cfh) * + n 2 f * + h * + n = cf+ n) * + h * results by simple 
calculation. 
(v) to (vii) are straightforwardly proved by induction over the types. (viii) 
follows from (vii) by induction on n. For n = 0 it is trivially true. Assume as 
induction hypothesis f (g + n) rfg + n. Then, since g + n + 1 >g + n and f is 
< -monotone f (g + n + 1) > f (g + n) and hence f (g + n + 1) > fg + n. Then (vii) 
yields f(g+n+ l)gfg+n+ 1. 0 
4.3. LEMMA. 
(i) c:EC for any a and n, 
(ii) m<n*c~cc~, 
(iii) m~n*c~~c~. 
PROOF. (i), (ii) and (iii) are simultaneously proved by induction on (r, just as 
in 3.3. We only have to check additionally that c,” is cumulative. This is 
trivially the case: (c, f) * = (c,, +fl) * = n + f * = c,, * + f * . 0 
4.4. LEMMA. fEc,*fgca f*’ 
PROOF. Induction on a. For a=o it is trivial: n =c,” (and n * =n). Let 
a=(B)r and suppose ge C,. Then fg~~~~)~~c~,+~, =cf*g follows from the 
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induction hypothesis and by lemma 4.3(iii), because dfs) * zf * + g*. From this 
j-2 cr* can be directly concluded, since f * = cf* * by definition. 0 
It is in this sense that the c,‘s are called minimally cumulative. The really 
minimal elements are the Q’S of course: f 2 co* for every f E C,. (Note that 
f zcf* does not generally hold for M.) 
An assignment with all its values in C is called a C-assignment. The assign- 
ment c defined in 2.3.1 (c(x”)=c~) is a C-assignment by lemma 4.3. 
4.5. C-LEMMA. 
(i) [t], E C for any C-assignment 0. 
(ii) If xa E t, and J;~‘E C,, then 
(a) Plo(xjf) z [tlu(xko~ +f * 
(b) f<f'* [tl u(x/f) < PI 0(x/f’) 
(cl fsf’- Plv(x/f)S Pl”(X/fy 
PROOF. (i) and (ii) are proved by simultaneous induction on t. Since the 
reasoning for (ii)(b) and (c) and for the monotonicity plart of (i) (i.e. checking 
(ii)(b) and (c) of definition 4.1) is completely similar to that of 3.4, we here 
concentrate on verifying (ii)(a) and for (i) on proving that [t], is cumulative 
(clause (ii)(d) of 4.1). Clause (ii)(a) of 4.1. is left to the reader. Notice that in 
the cases t =x and t = totI, (i) is trivial anyway, since u is a C-assignment and 
C is closed under application. 
- Let t =xa. Then application of lemma 4.4 yields: [t],(,,f) =f 2 c$ = co” + f * = 
= VI v(x,cOj + f *, establishing (ii)(a). 
- Let t=totl, xaet. 
To establish (ii)(a) we have to distinguish between three cases as in 3.4. 
Case 1. XE to, xe t,. Then [t],(x,f)g [t],(,,,)+f* follows from [to],o;,f,g 
2 [tol”(x/co) f ( + * induction hypothesis) by the definitions of z and + . 
Case 2. x@ to, XE t,. Apply the induction hypothesis to t, and use lemma 
4.2(viii). 
Case 3. XE to, XE ti. Combination of cases 1 and 2, use the transitivity 
of s. 
- Let t=Af-to, y$to. We can directly calculate ([t],g)* =([to],+g* + l)* = 
= [to]” * +g* + 1 = [t],* +g* + 1. So [t], is cumulative. For (ii)(a) suppose 
xaet and fgC,. 
[&(,/f) = ug E Lg * [tol”(x/f) + g * + 1) POlu(x/f) * ) * 
As also XE to, application of the induction hypothesis gives [to]o(x,f)~ 
2 [to]u(x,co) + f *, and consequently 
itI U(X/f)L (&EL/3’ kJ,(,/,,)+f * +g* + 1, (VOlo(x/c,)+f*)*)) = 
= 14 U(X/C”) + f *. 
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- Let t=OB.to, YE&I. Now ([tl,g)*=([t~l,~,~)+l)*~([t~l~(~/~~)fg*+l)*= 
= POIDcy/Co) * + g * + 1 = [t], * + g * + 1 follows by induction hypothesis (ii)(a). 
So [t], is cumulative. 
For (ii)(a) again suppose x0 E t and f E C,. Then 
VlLQ/f) = (& E &? * [~Ol”(X/f,(,/,, + 1) [f01,(x/f,(y/c,, * ) * 
Induction hypothesis (ii)(a) yields both [to],o(.f~c,,~g~ z [tO]u(x~,O~(Y~g~ +f* and 
PoI~(~/~)~/~,,) 2 [~~l,(~~~,,)(~~~~) +f*, and consequently 
Vl”(,/f) B (4 E Lg * [fol”(x/co)(J4g) +f* + 19 ([f01,(x/c,)(,/c,) +I*) * ) = 
= 14 u(x/qJ +f* * 0 
4.6. DEFINITION. Let t,s be terms, u an assignment. Then It lo E o and 
1 t, s IU E o are defined by: 
ItI,= c Nx)* 
XE, 
It,sl,= c u(x)*. 
XE, & xos 
4.6.1. PROPERTIES. We mention without proof some obvious properties of 
Itl, and 1~~1,. 
(9 Ixl,=W*, 
(3 I~O~h~l~OIv+ IhI,, 
(iii) x$t=lIx~tl,=Itl,, 
(iv) x~t~I~x.tI,+u(x)*=ItI,, 
(VI If~Sl”Slfl”~ 
(vi) t--+s*ltlv= IsI,+ It,sl,. 
With respect to (vi) notice that if t-s, then all free variables of s are already 
free in t. 
4.7. LEMMA. [t],~cl,~~ for any t and C-assignment O. 
PROOF. Induction on t. 
- Let t=x. According to 4.6.1(i) we have to check D(x)~c,~~)~, which is the 
case by lemma 4.4. 
- Let t= tot,. By the induction hypothesis [t]U~~lfo~o~~,,lu and some manipu- 
lation with the properties of the c,‘s gives c~~~l~cl~,l~=c~~~~~+~,,~~. Hence [t],& 
~cltl, follows since ItoJU+ it,lu~ltlu (4.6.l(ii)). 
- Let t =Axa. to, x@ to. By 4.6.l(iii) it is sufficient to show that [t],~clfol,. 
This easily follows from [to],~clt,l, (induction hypothesis) and some cal- 
culation: 
l For ~EC,, [t],h=[to],+h*+l~c,r,,,+h*+l>clto,,+h*= 
=ClrOl”+h* =Cllol”h* 
l PI, * = [fol, * 2C/fOl” *.
- Let t=AxaStO, xctO. By 4.6.l(iv) 
=Itl,+co*=ltl,. 
Itol,(x/h) = I t I u + h * and I tol utx,cO) = 
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This together with applications of the induction hypothesis yields: 
l For heCay M,~=[~oI,(~~~)+ l>[t~l~(~/h)~~l~,l,,,,,,,=~lt~,+h*=cl~i,h. 
l PI” * = [~Ol”(X,CO) * 2clrO~“cx,<,l,* =Q” *- 0 
4.7.1. COROLLARY. [t],*&ltl,. 
4.8. REDUCTION LEMMA. If t-+s, then for any C-assignment u, [t],> 
>bl,+ It94Y 
PROOF. Induction on t. Distinguish cases according to the actual form of the 
reduction. 
- Let t=(Ax.s)t,, x$s. 
Obviously 1 t,sl,z 1 t,I,, (only variables in t, possibly disappear) and hence 
[tl]o*~lt,sI, by corollary 4.7.1. Then calculate: [t],=[s],+ [t,],* + l>[s],+ 
+ P,l” * L [A,+ It9sl,. 
- Let t = (Ax. to)tl, XE to, s = (x : = tl)to. Now no variables disappear at all, so 
I t,sl,=O. So it is sufficient to prove that [t],> [s],. Now [t],= [to]D(X,Lt,lu)+ 1> 
> [to]o(x,ir,l,), but this is [s], by the substitution lemma (2.3.6). 
- t=totl, to+so, s=sot,. Then It,sIU~ltO,sOlu, for a variable can only dis- 
appear from t because of the reduction to+so. This and the induction hypo- 
thesis [to]“> [so], + I to,solv are used in the calculation: 
- t=t()t,, t,+s,, s=tos,. This case is like the preceding one. Use 4.2(viii). 
- t = Axa. to, to-+so, s = Axeso. There are three subcases. 
Case 1. xeto, xeso. Then lt,slu=lto,soIo, and [t]o>[s],+lt,sl, follows by 
easy application of the induction hypothesis. 
Case 2. xeto, xeso. Then jt,sl,= Ito,so/D= Ito,solu(x,f) for any f, and from 
this the result follows easily by the induction hypothesis. 
Case 3. x E to, x $ so. Then I to, soI u(X,f) = I t, s lo + f * for any f, and hence by the 
induction hypothesis one obtains: 
4.8.1. COROLLARY. h(t)j[t]*. 
4.9. THEOREM. If [t] * >O, then there exists an s with t’s and such that 
(i) if t is not of the form Ax. to, then [t] = [s] + 1, 
(ii) if t=lx-to, then [t]*=[s]*+l. 
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PROOF. Induction on t. Distinguish cases as to the form of t. 
- t =x. This case is trivial, as [x] * = c, * = 0. 
- t = (Ax. to)t,, x6 to. Then [t] = [to] + [t,] * + 1. 
If [tl] * = 0, then let s= t,. 
Otherwise by the induction hypothesis for some si, tl+sl and [tl] * = 
=[si]*+l. Let s=(Ax-to)+. 
- t = (Ax. t&l, XE to. Then VI = Pd~~x~~r,~~ + 1 = [(x: = tl)to] + 1 (substitution 
lemma). 
Let s=(x: =t,)to. 
- t = totI, to not of the form Lx.-. There are two subcases. 
Case 1. [to] * >O. Then by the induction hypothesis to’s0 for some so such 
that [to] = [so] + 1. Let s=s,t,; [t] = ([so] + l)[ti] = [s] + 1. 
Case 2. [to] * =O. Then, by 4.&l., to is in normal form and consequently 
must have the form x&... t, (with t2, . . . . t, in normal form). As [x] =ci for a 
suitable (r, [to] =c, for some n, and therefore, since [to] * =0, [to] =co. But 
then, as ([to][tl])*>O, certainly [tl] * >O and hence, by the induction hypo- 
thesis, tl+sl for a certain sI such that [tl] * = [s,] * + 1. Let s= tosl, and 
calculate: [t] = co[tl] = cItll * = crsll * + 1 = co[sI] + 1 = [s] + 1. 
- t =Ix. to. Notice that, regardless of whether XE to or not, [t] * = [to] *. By the 
induction hypothesis to’s0 for a certain so such that [to] * = [so] * + 1. Let 
s=A.x.so. q 
4.9.1. COROLLARY. h(t)=[t]*. 
PROOF. By 4.9. h(t)2 [t] * and by 4.8.1. h(t)s [t] *. 0 
4.9.2. REMARK. One may observe that the proof of 4.9 implicitly contains 
a strategy for constructing a reduction sequence of t of maximal length. The 
same reduction strategy is defined in Barendregt [1981] (from Barendregt et al. 
[ 1976]), where it is called the perpetual strategy F,. It yields for any term t in 
the type free L/&calculus an infinite reduction sequence, if there is one. 
0 5.EVALUATINGTHECOMBINATORS 
5.1. In the combinatory variant of the typed A-calculus, the system CL’ 
(typed combinatory logic), the role of A-abstraction is taken over by constants 
K,,p~(a)(P)a and %J,~ E(((Y)(B)Y)((~IP)(~)~, for all types a, B and Y. From 
these, terms are built up with application as sole term forming operation. In 
CL’, t+s holds if s results from t by replacing a part of the form Ktotl by to 
or a part Stotlt, by tOt2(t1t2). 
Let the exact valuations for K and S be given by: 
[K~,81=(/?f~L,.(/lg~Lg.f+g*+1,f*),0) 
rsa, 8, yl = WE L(,)(&J . (& E L(,)/j - (Ah EL, -.two + 1, 
f*+s*>,f*>,O). 
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(NB: Quantification over assignments is not needed; if variables are included 
one simply puts [x*1 = ct.) 
Then it can be established by the method of this paper that [t] is exactly 
estimating again: h(t) = [t] *. 
As a matter of fact it suffices to show that the valuations of US-terms are 
in M, so that the proof becomes as simple as the ‘quick’ proof in section 3. 
5.2. Extension of our method to systems incorporating a recursion operator, 
however, does complicate matters. The uniformity result in 2.3.4 for example, 
will no longer hold as stated there. In particular, given a fixed t E (0)/3, h(ts) will 
depend not only on h(s), but on the numerical value of s as well. As a conse- 
quence a more involved type structure is needed, built up from ox w. 
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